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 THE ECONOMIC JOURNAL

 SEPTEMBER, 1891

 LAND REVENUE IN MADRAS'

 THE whole subject of Land Revenue in India is vast and not
 compressible; land tenures, the proportion of the gross produce
 enjoyed as rent, the proportion of rent which the State secures
 for public uses, vary infinitely even in parts of the same province.
 I hope to indicate a few points of interest arising in the course of
 a brief consideration of a part of the history of the Land Revenue
 liable to periodical readjustment in the presidency of Madras.2
 Such revenue is levied upon five-sevenths of the lands tilled in
 that presidency, and the holdings average seven and a half acres
 in extent and exceed two and a half millions in number.

 The fathers of Madras Land Revenue administration found
 the farmers organized in village communities, averse from migra-
 tion, tilling the village lands in severalty, enjoying in common
 the pasture upon fallow and stubble, the fodder, fuel and timber
 furnished by the waste. The ruling power enjoyed a share of the
 produce, generally more than Pharaoh's fifth. Manu allows one-
 fourth as leviable in times of war or invasion. In the fourteenth
 century (in the days when the greater part of Southern India
 formed a prosperous empire under Hari Har Roy, of Vizianagar)
 we find a division of the gross produce assigning one-fourth to
 the State, one-fourth to the landlord, and one-half to the

 1 The writer of this article has been employed in revenue settlement and
 administration from 1869 to 1890.-EDITOR.

 2 For the facts cited a general reference may be made to the Manual of Adminis-
 tration (published by the Government of Madras); Manuals of the settled districts
 of Madras (in the India Office Library); Selections from the Madras Records; and the
 Annual Report of the Revenue Board of Madras.

 No. 3.-VOL. I G G
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 cultivator, reputed to be a fair arrangement. Mahomedan gov-

 ernments were influenced in the direction of severity in assessing

 their Hindoo subjects' farms by the distinction made between

 infidels and believers-the imposts on the former class might

 lawfully much exceed those upon the latter. The needs of

 continual warfare precluded Mahomedan and Mahratta alike

 from mitigating demands, and the period of confusion to which

 British rule succeeded had witnessed the destruction of agricul-

 tural capital. Land hardly possessed a selling value at the end

 of the Mysore wars.

 Read, Munro, and their pupils were the Griffiths of Southern

 India, roughly basing their earlier assessments on the right
 of the State to one-third of the gross crop of ordinary-or two-
 fifths of the gross crop of irrigated land. Early in the present

 century Madras was drawn into a policy of Permanent Settlement,
 justifiable in Bengal by many arguments, not equally applicable

 to the case of Madras. The newly created barons were to
 guarantee, on the baronies carved out for them, a land revenue

 approximate to that which Mahomedan or Mahratta reivers had

 demanded. Where such spoilers had failed to gain a firm hold,
 old Hindu families had usurped or retained power: with these
 more generous terms were made, and the expense of certain

 public charges were left to be borne by them. These nobles
 as a class have kept their estates and their engagements with a
 government which has not called on them to pay the cost of
 modernised administration. It fared ill with the farmers of
 Revenue at a rack-rent: the country had been scourged by war;
 internal trade, in the absence of means of communication, de-

 veloped but slowly; ancient irrigation works were in disrepair;
 and British engineers and their triumphs in this field came not
 yet. The settlement with the new men broke down, and was
 gradually replaced by arrangements made direct with the culti-

 vators at varying rates, some thirty per cent. below those which
 Read, Munro, and their pupils had deduced, partly from their
 estimates of produce, partly from the rates in vogue before our
 coming.

 Munro himself was the principal adviser of the return to
 the Ryotwari system of settlement with individual cultivators,
 which he re-introduced as Governor of the presidency about
 1820. Thereafter, the land had rest for forty years under John
 Company; but the stationary condition of Land Revenue and
 cultivation and the need of a Scientific Survey, as a part of the
 machinery needful in the management of the immense estate of
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 LAND REVENUE IN MADRAS 451

 the Government, were much discussed; and in 1855 the work of

 survey and re-settlement was begun. This work will be accom-
 plished in or about 1895, but certain districts of the presidenlcy
 will then have seen this very re-settlement expire, for Trichi-
 nopoly, Godaveri and parts of South Arcot and Kistna Districts,
 were resettled for a thirty-year term in or before 1865.

 Each district has been fully and separately reported on: a

 sixteen-inch-to-the-mile map, showing the boundaries of every

 field, prepared for each village; the names of the holders of each
 field entered in a permanent register, as well as the classification
 of its soil; for each class of soil estimates have been framed of
 its gross produce in cereals, of the cost of cultivation, and of the
 allowances to be made for unprofitable areas included in fields
 and for vicissitudes of season. The value of the produce to the

 farmer is estimated, and a table of rates per acre framed, which
 assigns, theoretically, half the net surplus to Government, half ta
 the cultivator.

 The statesmen who ordered this re-settlement saw the farmers

 to be in a- stationary condition; they doubted (in the absence of
 a survey in detail) what the assessments then paid actually
 amounted to per acre: they desired to stimulate any tendency to

 progress by lowering and equalizing assessments, and by register-
 ing and simplifying titles. They found no railroads, scarce any
 roads or canals, and but an insignificant trade at the ports.

 We approach the re-settlement commencin0, in 1895 under
 different conditions. During the past forty years the population
 of these tracts has increased from fifteen to more than twenty-five
 millions; its tilled acres from twelve to more than twentv
 millions; its annual payment for land revenue from twenty-five
 to forty million rupees; external trade has trebled in volume;
 the period has been one of vast material progress.

 The Settlement Commissioner has estimated the produce in
 cereals of each field and converted such produce into rupees on

 the basis (generally) of the prices recorded as ruling between 1845
 and 1864; large deductions being made for the cost of sending
 grain to market, as well as on the assumption that grain factors
 pay to farmers less than the reported market prices. This com-
 mutation rate has varied in the several districts and stands at an
 average of about ten rupees for twelve bushels. The actual
 market price during the past forty years has been about ten
 rupees for a quarter. The commutation rates have averaged 100,1
 whilst the market rates have averaged 150 very nearly.

 i.e. 100 rupees per Madras garce.

 G G 2
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 The average crop was estimated at some 25 bushels of un-
 husked rice (for irrigated land), or 5 bushels of millet (for ordinary
 land) per acre. An average crop greatly exceeds these estimates.
 At the prices ruling the re-settled assessment has amounted to
 the value of about four bushels of unhusked rice or four-fifths of
 a bushel of millet on the acre (with or without irrigation respec-
 tively). Such a rate is a tithe, and to call it half the net or one-
 third of the gross-produce is to call a thing that which it is not,
 and to libel the South Indian farmer. A great reduction in the
 assessments was made in Kurnool for good reasons and in
 Trichinopoly without good reasons; in other districts inequalities
 have been redressed, and rates nearly corresponding to the old
 rates reimposed. The survey checks the work of the village
 clerk, and great areas of waste which might have been tacked on
 to old holdings without due accountability of the holders have
 been duly brought to account. When the Government furnish
 the means of irrigation they seldom now fail to receive the rate
 due on that account.

 The statesmen of 1855 found that the Government demand for
 its share of the crop had been generally converted into a share of
 the money value of the crop. The rent charge being in cash and
 not in kind tended to become invariable in amount. The vast
 area of the then existing wastes was evidence that competition
 for land was not active, and the earliest revisers intended a general
 reduction of rates. As the din of the Mutiny subsided need arose
 for State expenditure to meet an ever increasing performance of
 all the duties now demanded from civilized governments; men
 saw that land revenue was the backbone of the Government
 income, and that the circumstance of the time forbade the
 impairing of the resources of Government. Further inquiry
 furnished fresh arguments to those who held that custom had
 more to do than competition with the amount of land assessment,
 and the schemes of re-settlement, district by district, were based
 upon the facts of the collector's practice as well as on the fancy
 of the settlement officer's theories.

 The calculation of the net profit of a holding which the
 settlement officer professed to make involved the detailed esti-
 mate of all expenses of cultivation. Two propositions may be
 unhesitatingly affirmed on this subject :- (1) Scarcely any Indian
 farmer could show in a balance sheet the cost to him of producing
 aIgiven crop; (2) No two men are alike in capacity as farmers:
 the seasons, the soils of farms, and the practice of districts are
 infinitely various. That part of the cultivation expenses which
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 has been estimated in terms of grain has of course beeni under-
 estimated, if I am right in believing that the commutation rate

 ought to have borne closer relation to ruling prices. The past.

 forty years have seen a vast rise in the wages of labour, caused

 by the constant demand for navvies on the great works of com-

 munication and irrigation which have been pushed forward

 during the period which has covered Southern India with a net-

 work of railways. There has been much emigration to the

 Mauritius and south-eastern Africa, to the West Indies, to Burmah

 and the Straits, and an ever increasing demand for both permanent

 and occasional labour has arisen upon the tea, coffee, cinchona,

 and cocoa plantations in Ceylon as well as in Southern India.

 The increase of the employment for labour wherein cash wages

 are paid has been enormous. One of the signs of the increase

 of the waage fund is the steady expansion of the excise revenue,

 which everywhere in India accompanies industrial development.
 If estimates of cultivation expenses must be made it must be

 remembered that such expenses will tend to increase.
 For the purchase nmoney of his holding the farmer is not in the

 settlement calculations allowed any interest. Those who forty

 years ago considered this question found land a drug in the
 market (at least if it were unimproved). At the present day land,

 speaking generally, will fetch thirty years' purchase of its present
 assessment.

 The individual cultivator with whom we settle may or may

 not have bougrht his holding; but its price forms a part of his
 capital whether he did so or not: he can and does pledge the
 holding as security for the advances which, in all districts, the
 money-lending class will always make to farmers. The registra-

 tion books accessible in the office in every county show the actual
 prices paid for land sold and rents paid for land hired; there is
 also a mass of evidence in the records of rent suits and partition

 suits, and in the costs of taking up lands for public purposes. I
 make no doubt that it would be as easy to frame a just estimate
 of the selling value of land of the various classes as of the costs of

 cultivating the same, and on re-settlement this ought to be done.
 In the next place the excessive deductions from the market

 price of grain on account of the cost of placing it in its market,
 and the low rate at which the factor was believed to pay the

 farmer, may have been less unreasonable forty years ago when
 trade was undeveloped and the country roadless. Since that day
 the growth of towns has been remarkable, markets have sprung up
 where none existed, and machinery of the best type for expressing
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 oils-preparing fibres-packing and pressing bulky goods-manu-

 facturing sugar-is procurable even in remote districts. The

 farmer in India enjoys a season when inost of the operations of

 agriculture are at a standstill, and then uses his cattle and carts

 to lead to market such part of his produce as the factor does not

 buy on the farm. Competition is keen and prices have been

 equalized to an extent that would thirty years ago have been

 thought incredible. Besides these considerations, a method of

 ' grouping' villages obtains in current settlemelnts, by whose
 application rates are reduced all round in the villages to which

 comparatively lenient treatment is accorded. This is practically

 a device for reconciling Theory (the Government claim to half the

 net produce) with Practice (the acceptance of a customary pay-

 ment) by making excessive allowances several times over.

 We may next consider the soundness of a valuation for rating
 purposes of lands in terms of the cereals producible thereon. The

 holder pays the rent charge by the sale of a part of the produce,

 and it is not far from the truth to say that the cereals which the

 South Indian farmer produces are the part of his crop which he

 does not sell. The assessment is paid not out of the price of

 food grain sold, but mainly out of the price of the raw material of
 manufactures-of tobacco, of vegetables, of pulse. Let us glance
 at the course of seaborne external trade in Madras of late years,
 and note, the exports of the products of agriculture. The profits

 of the great crop of coffee are not for the Hindu farmer, nor is he
 a grower of tea, cinchona, or cocoa to any considerable extent:
 only in Malabar and Canara are the returns from spices, cocoa-
 nuts, coir, and copra of the first importance; ground nut, dye

 stuffs, areca nut, betel vine, turmeric, ginger, and fruit are pro-
 ducts of special localities. A view of the average annual exports

 by sea of a few selected staples during three periods will illustrate
 the character of the trade of the generation. The quantities sent
 northwards and north-westwards by land have of course been

 continually on the increase as railways have been opened. I
 exclude the figures for 1866-67 (when a change in the period

 treated of in the annual returns introduced an element of con-
 fusion) and for 1877-78 (when the whole course of trade was
 deranged by the great famine, from whose effects the late census
 sbows such a remarkable recovery).

 The seconid period gives an average 65 per cent. greater than
 the first. The third period gives an average 82 per cent. greater
 than the second. The figure given is the annual average for the
 period of the seaborne export of each commodity in rupees.
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 Seventeen millions in the first period have risen to fifty-one
 millions in the last. The vastly increasing export of hides is
 due to the demand for a by-product of agriculture, and benefits
 the farmer mainly by the accumulation in the hands of those who
 profit by this trade of capital destined (like the capital which the
 excise contractors are accumulating) to become an important
 factor in agricultural improvement.

 Annual average value of export of each
 staple during the period.

 Staple. 1855-66. 1867-77. 1878-90.

 Hides . . . . . . 17 56 175
 Indigo . . . . . . 41 70 96
 Grain . . . . . 67 82 83
 Oil Seeds . . . 25 50 84
 Sugar . . . . . . 21 17 56
 Tobacco 3 6 14-5

 Total of the above 174 281 508

 Five ciphers omitted.

 The imports of grain have generally amounted to five-sixths
 of the exports during the years discussed. The return of the sea-
 borne cotton trade is interesting:-

 Imports.-Piece goods and yarn. Ten million rupees a year
 in the first period, twenty-five million in the second, thirty-four
 million in the third.

 Exports.-Piece goods and cotton wool. Twenty-three mil-
 lion rupees a year in the first period, eighteen million in the

 second, eighteen million in the third. The cotton-wool exported
 in the six years 1855-61 averaged annually Rs.7,600,000; in
 1861-66, Rs.35,100,000; in 1867-78, Rs.15,200,000; in 1878-90,
 Rs.14,300,000.

 The local production of piece goods and the export thereof is
 increasing. In 1861-66 the special demand (at a price beyond
 all previous experience) for cotton caused by the Civil War in
 America, drove up the value of the cotton exported to five times

 that of the period immediately precedent to the outbreak of the
 war. After the return of the trade to its normal conditions, it has
 remained at about double its former amount; I speak of the
 cotton wool shipped from MIadras and its subordinate ports. The
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 spinning and weaving mills which have been erected in Madras,

 consume much locally grown cotton, and the bulk of the crop of

 the Deccan districts goes overland to Bombay.

 Those responsible for the coming re-adjustment of assess-

 ments may fairly be urged to recognize the fact that the present

 is a period of transition. They desire to attach an unalterable
 character to the valuation of the produce in cereals of each

 several field upon the present registers. They will incur a grave

 responsibility if they alienate the increment of the magnificent

 estate which they administer from their successors, not the least

 of whose difficulties will be the increasing cost of government.
 The rising generation of farmers is enlarging its practice of rota-

 tion; if the registered grain-value of the land-to the exclusion

 of its value as a producer of other fruits of the earth-is to govern
 its rating, the grain and its money equivalent must be fairly esti-

 mated, and the estimate must not be whittled down by excessive
 allowances, or by making a fair allowance several times over in
 the course of the calculation.

 During the past thirty years the South Indian farmer has

 obtained access to all the markets of the Empire, and the use of
 all the machinery which steam drives. He has greatly multiplied,

 and has brought most of the land accessible to him into such

 cultivation as is possible under a 'champion' system. He has
 sold off the land vast quantities of oil-seeds, grain, and bones, as
 well as other products, without returning to the land the manure

 due. The application of capital to agriculture under scientific
 direction is hindered by the excessive division of land into
 awkwardly situated parcels; by joint ownership of holdings by

 partners, some of whom lack enterprise; by joint use of fallows
 by fellow-commoners; by dispersal of mnanure over barren wastes;
 by liability of stock fed or starved in common to epizootics, and
 the impossibility of improving by selection the breeds of stock
 so managed.

 Nothing less than a General Enclosure of unirrigated land can
 remedy these evils.

 The change from champion to several farming whose excellent
 results carried England through the century which followed
 Arthur Young's tour, saw a growth of efficiency of agriculture

 only less surprising than the contemporary industrial develop-
 ment. We can assign no limits to the possibilities of industry
 in India.

 The time is ripe for the dawn of an era of enclosure and im-
 proved farming. A scourging system was the natural outcome of
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 the period of extension of tillage to all wastes available. By far
 the most valuable of the wastes which remain are in process of
 being reserved for forests in the interests of all by the State.

 One effect of the general enclosure of existing holdings would
 be to improve the condition of cattle as instrumenits of tillage,
 makers of manure, or producers of milk, butter, and cheese. Public
 health would be greatly benefited by the exclusion from dwelling-
 houses and from the courts of crowded villages of the dairy cattle
 and a large proportion of the working cattle now stalled therein
 at night. The available fuel of the country would be increased by
 the loppings of the bush fences, which several indigenous shrubs
 are well able to supply; fibre-producing plants could often forrn
 these fences. The health of cattle fed in enclosures on the fodder
 grown therein with the aid of their manure no longer wasted,
 would be far more vigorous, they would not lose condition for
 want of shelter, and the breeds might be improved. The ex-
 perience of farmers in sub-tropical climates in America has
 proved the possibility of packing and preserving fruit and vege-
 tables of all kinds. As the growth of industries mitigates the
 poverty of the Hindus, the demand for garden produce in the
 growing towns will vastly increase; it will be profitable and easy
 to supply such a demand: under irrigation market gardening
 cannot fail.

 Another suggestion or two from my own experience may be
 added. The uses of lard in English cookery are supplied in India,
 by clarified butter; this article if well imiade anid properly packed
 can be kept for long periods in wholesonme and palatable condi-
 tion; the demand for it which has arisen in Australia has been
 met from Bombay to a limited extent. The aid of the best modern
 dairy appliances enormously increases the production of clarified
 butter per gallon of milk, and their use in a tropical climate is
 specially preferable to that of ruder methods. For the pur-
 pose of this special production the buffalo much excels the

 cow whether of Indian or European breeds; with the improve-
 ment in pasture and fodder a great trade in clarified butter might
 spring up.

 In the Deccan districts a tract of light rainfall is favourable to,
 sheep farming; the introduction of a few merino rams from
 Queensland (where the breed has been acclimatized to the
 tropics) would greatly improve the local breed. Most useful
 serge frieze and blankets are now produced, they only need
 a little more length of staple and lustre in the wool to be of
 excellent quality.
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 The system of communal herding of cattle aggravates the
 Indian farmer's losses from cattle disease; horned cattle are not
 killed for food before reaching the period of natural decay, and
 every herd contains a large proportion of worn out decrepit
 animals awaiting disease and death, sources of infection to the
 sounder stock. Enclosures will at least make segregation
 possible.

 The Hindus of Southern India have begun to replace the
 wealth which their country lost when so large a part of its manu-

 facturing in metals and textiles was transferred to England. The
 State having limited its demand to about one-sixth of the produce
 of land has created indirectly-what long ago it failed to create
 directly-a class deriving an income from the rent of land; for
 some unirrigated and most of the irrigated land pays a rent as
 great as, or greater than, the Government assessment. This class
 spent its surplus unproductively until lately, but it is finding this
 surplus increase, and is saving thereout for industrial enterprise.
 The home market is almost unrivalled, and in trade with Burmah
 and Africa the Hindu starts with every advantage. We may well
 hope that even this vast and increasing population may during the

 corniing thirty years find a livelihood, at a higher standard of com-
 fort than their grandfathers, if they improve the efficiency of their
 agriculture whilst creating new and expanding old industries. To
 this iinprovement I believe enclosure to be a condition precedent;
 most of the waste that can be tilled at a profit is taken up, and
 the fertility of much of the land is impaired. Providentially the
 black clay most suitable to cotton and the greater millet needs no
 manure, water used for irrigation often carries a fertilizing silt
 on to the land, and every tropical rain storm is in itself a top
 dressing.

 Unless good reason be found for some other policy, I hope to
 see a fair and full estimate of cereal produce recorded; the
 adequate allowances for vicissitudes of season made (and these in
 districts liable to drought need to be liberal) ; the commutation
 price fixed for each thirty-year settlement at the true average re-
 corded. price of the thirty years during which the expiring settle-
 ment was current. I deny the assumption of the farmer's inability
 to realize a fair price, and the costs of placing his produce on the
 market are no longer great.

 At each revision the extent to which, in the several districts,
 the various classes of land are tilled by the registered holders or
 tilled by sub-tenants who pay rent to such holders, and the pro-
 portion of rent to assessment, should be the subject of inquiry.
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 Rent varies in Madras between very wide limits; during the dis-
 cussion of the Bengal Rent Bill in the Viceroy's Legislative
 Council six years ago, it was alleged that rent was found to vary
 (in its proportion to gross produce) in Bengal between seven and
 seventy per cent. I believe that the Government rent charge in
 Madras varies between five and twenty-five per cent. of the gross
 produce, and does not on the average exceed fifteen per cent.
 thereof.

 H. ST. A. GOODRICH.
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